Subodh Runwal

Subodh Runwal completed his MBA from North Eastern University, Boston
and B.Com from Podar College, Mumbai. He is an alumnus of the Executive
Education Programme from Harvard Business School in year 2010. At a very young
age with his philosophy of “Nothing is impossible”, joined as a Director of
Runwal Group the company and aggressively pronounced his achievements in
the industry through his dedicated approach towards helping the company to
reach the heights of excellence to which it has arrived today. His eye in details
is what sets him apart from others, he believes that every issue in development
of a project is of equal importance and therefore he makes sure that every issue
of development and quality is handled to its minute detail so that the best
product/ project can be arrived at. He is currently spearheading the business
development of the Group. He is involved in fund raising for the Group for
which he has a good network with major private equity players, bankers, and
investment bankers.
Runwal Group is one of the leading players in Real Estate Development in
Maharashtra for more than 30 years. The Group has done Projects in
Residential, Retail and Commercial. The Group has 4 operational malls in
Mumbai and has shaped more than 40 landmark projects all over Mumbai,
Thane and Pune and has a customer base of more than 5000 families.
The group has been awarded the credit of being the most preferred developer in
real estate. They are in process of developing more than 15 million sq.ft &
above of Residential, Commercial & Mall property in and around Mumbai.

Runwal Group’s foray in the Mall business started with R Mall Mulund followed
by R City Ghatkopar and R Mall Thane. The Group was the first to introduce
the concept of Malls in the Suburbs of Mumbai.
Subodh Runwal’s passion in Retail and construction of Malls has led to the
development “R City” Mall at Ghatkopar, Mumbai the largest shopping
destination in the city with its 1.2 Million Square Feet of Retail footprint
complemented with Residential, Commercial with a total development of
5.0mn. “R City” is a joint venture with GIC Singapore. He is setting
international benchmarks in Mumbai to make Mumbai a world class city.
His aim is to make the Runwal Group one of the leading developers of Mumbai.
Reading, Music and Scuba Diving are his hobbies and passions. He is a
member and has represented the Group in forums like MCHI ,FICCI and
CREDAI. He is a member of Art of Living Forums and always looks at having a
holistic view in his lifestyle.
He is one of the promoters of SREF (Subhash Runwal Education Foundation)
which gives scholarships for higher education to the deserving and meritorious
students.

